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INCREASING PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY
BACK TO BASICS: THE 5 STEPS





STEP 1: MAXIMIZE RAW MATERIAL UTILIZATION

Raw materials are the essence of the finished product. They are the ingredients and are usually the most expensive 
recurring cost. Due to this fact, raw materials receive special attention in terms of procurement, transportation, storing 
and manufacturing, each of which could be subject to its own white paper. No matter the product, each fundamental step 
absorbs energy. It is crucial to increasing production efficiency that the raw materials are handled minimally in terms 
of occurrence, energy and waste. This philosophy will be consistent for all steps presented. Efficiency is measured by 
the number of quality units produced against the unabsorbed energy and waste emitted to the environment. Handling 



STEP 3: MANAGE LABOR COSTS

Increases in labor rates, insurance and benefits have made overall costs associated with labor a major influencing 
factor when tasked with improving plant efficiency.  

Automation should be investigated when appropriate. It can help reduce labor and allow for elimination or reallocation 
of employees to more productive areas. Mechanization increases reliability, consistency, quality and performance in 
many plant operational categories, which increases quality ratings.

ADDITIONAL METHODS THAT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED WHEN MANAGING LABOR COSTS ARE
• Third party analysis and feasibility studies.
• Industrial engineering studies: evaluate potential automation candidates and identify ergonomic issues. Poor 

ergonomic environments promote decreased output due to injury and fatigue. Improving  manual work zone 
ergonomics may decrease labor requirements and potentially defer automation, which usually carries a large 
capital investment.

• Process layout analysis and process work stream analysis.

STEP 4: BENCHMARK AND MANAGE OVERALL EQUIPMENT EFFECTIVENESS (OEE)

Overall equipment effectiveness or OEE is another topic to which a paper could be dedicated. Simply put, OEE is a 
formula that utilizes three equally important factors. Each factor alone is useful as a metric when analyzing the overall 
efficiency of the manufacturing facility.

THE FACTOR COMPONENTS OF OEE ARE
A. Availability: operating time/planned production time (includes downtime loss)
B. Performance: design cycle time / (operating time/total pieces)
C. Quality: good pieces or measurable unit/total pieces

OEE is then defined as availability (X) performance (X) quality. OEE is measured against the theoretical clock and 
therefore it should not be expected to be 100 percent, although that would be the ultimate goal in the vacuum of 
space. OEE should be benchmarked when probing for production efficiency improvement. Daily spikes or drops in OEE 






